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NEW WAY OF DOPPLER LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS USED IN A CASE
OF 119I

A. A. Pasternak, J. Srebrny, Ch. Droste, T. Morek
Nuclear Physics Division, Department of Physics, Warsaw University

An experience gained during data analysis of lifetime measurements
(1) in U9I is presented. The experiment was done using NORDBALL array with
plunger inside. The 119I were produced in the reaction 109 Ag(13C,3n)119I. Two type
of Ag targets were used: thin one (about 0.8 mg/cm2) for RDM measurements
and thick one (about 6 mg/cm2) for DSA measurements. Both types of lifetime
data were analysed by the same code SHAPE (2) originaly devoted to DSA
method. Such sofisticated analysis alowed to determined lifetimes for about 60
levels. The following topics are important for precise lifetime determination:
I. Application of DSA software to RDM data.
Recoil Distance Doppler Shift Attenuation Method RDDSAM takes into consid-
eration exact y-lineshape measured using plunger. The information obtained
from RDDSAM is more rich than when standard RDM analysis is used.
II.Reaction, energy of projectile and statistical side-feeding time.
The reaction and the energy of projectile should be chosen to get similar angular
momentum distribution of entry states as the one of investigated states. In such
case, E2 stretched cascade from entry states to the measured levels is strongly
reduced. Then, one can use a simple formula for calculation of the statistical
side feeding time:Ts,v/c./TO/;Hg = ksf x (Bexc - Ete,), where: Bexc is the energy of entry
state with spin value being the same as spin of investigated level, and E;CI, is the
energy of investigated level. The value of ksf = 0.020(5) ps/MeV was deduced
from the analysis of a few fastest transitions in 119I.
III. Self-calibration of stopping power
To perform self-calibration of stopping power we propose (1) to use "semi-thick"
target with thickness comparable to recoil range. In our case 0.8 mg/cm2 target
fulfils such condition. For the semi-thick target the observed y-lineshape is
governed by the velocity distribution of recoils leaving target if Tjn,c; is much
larger than rslop and much shorter than the recoil time o flight. One can deduce
stopping power from the y-lineshape. It follows from our measurement that
for recoil velocity in the range of 1 -=-3% c, electronic stopping power taken from
tables of Ziegler (3) can be more than 50% off.
In conclusion, we propose to carry DSA experiment performing two measure-
ments: using thick target (thickness about 5-MO times more of recoil range) and
using semi-thick target (thickness comparable to recoil range).
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